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Mercy has a human heart,
pity a human f.ace.
Blake

Who dares to teach m.Jst
never cease to learn

Newark State College, Union, New Jersey

Volume IV, No. 14

April 9, 1964

Parking Questionnaire Shiebler Takes Presidency
Results Revealed
In Student Org Elections
l

During the month of January,
1964, Mr . Robert A. Hogg, Dean
of Students at Monmouth College,
surveyed twenty colleges and universities within the New York,
New Jersey, New England area
with regard to their parking problems. Mr. John S. Korley, Business Manager of Newark State ,
was one of the administrators
contacted in this survey. The
following ls an analysis of Dean
Hogg's findings.
All 20 of the colleges surveyed
require students to register their
vehicles. Of the 20, 13 charge
the student for this registration:
]_colleges charge $20 ; 5 charge
$10; 1 charges $3; 1 charges
$2.50; 2 charge $1 ; and 2 charge
. 25 for each academic year.
The registered cars are identified in two ways: 17 colleges use
decals, while 1 use s a metal
tag.Tl-iere are two colleges which
do ncit use any identification . For
the 18 colleges that use identification, 11 require that the decal
be placed on the rear window,
4 require that it appear on the
rear bumper, and 2 require that
it appear on the front bumper.
One college requires i dentification on both the front and rear
bumper.
The following a re the penalities
tden\1Ued by the 20 colleges
surveyed: Operating a vehicle
on campus without proper ident1f1catlon: subject to dismissal (2
colleges); $15 fine (1 college);
$10 fine (3 colleges); $5 fine
(4 colleges); a fine of between
$1 and $3 (4 colleges); no fine,
but a conference with the Dean
(4 colleges). On one campus,
there is no penalty or punishment

for an infraction of the registration rule.
For parking in a "no parking"
area: on 1 campus, the student
would be subject to dismissal;
on 4 campuses he woule be fined
$5; on 1 campus, a fine of $3;
on ?° c ampuses, $2; on 5 campuses,
a
warning;
on one, a
conference with the Dean; and on
one campus, there i s no punishment or penalty for parking in a
"no parking" area.
For a s econd offense of parking
a vehicle in a restricted area,
on 1 college campus the student
would be subject to dismissal ;
on 1 campus he would have his
)ermit revoked; on 1 campus he
would be fined $10; on 4 campuses, $5 ; on 1 campus $4 ; on
5 campuses $3; on 3 c ampuses
$2 ; on 3 campuses, $1; on 2 campuses he would go before the

In a final ele ction held on Wednesday, March 18, William Shiebler was elected President of the
Student Organization at Newark
State for 1964-65, defeating Stella
LaSalvia. He will succeed Robert
Conway, president for 1963-64,
on May 1.
Others elected are: vice-president, Joseph Grillo; secretary:
Carol Williams; assistant secretary, Annette Bruno; assistant
treasurer, Patricia McNamara.
Under a provision of the Student
Organization constitution, Pamelia
Myers will assume the
duties
of
treasurer
auto matically, having serv ed for a
year as assistant treasurer .
Mr . Shiebler i s a junior English major. He has served as a
Student Council representative,
vice-president of the Student Organization; president of Circle
K, recording secretary of Sigma
Beta Tau, and as a member of
the following committees: Curriculum,
College Development,
Student-Faculty Cooperative, and
Name Program. He is a member
of the College Center Board and

its Program Committee, c0J
chairman
of
the
Parents'
Day program, co-chairman, for
the second year, of the l,,eadeiship Conference, and is a member
of the National Student Association. In the past, he has represented Newark State at the
NSA Congress and the Eastern
States Conference.

(Continued on Page 6)

TAU Places First
In Greek Sing

Studenf,S Declare For

64-65 Class Offices
Primary electio ns for class
offices for the classes of '65,
'66, and '67 will be held on
.Monday, .April 13 . Finals are
scheduled for Wedne s d ay, April
15 . The following students have
declared themselves candidates
for class offices .
Clas s of 1965
Pre sident: Daniel Hagens, Anthony Martino
Vice-president: Alfred Amodio,
Marlene Bavosa, J o hn Vitiello,'
Recording Secretary: Louise DeFuria, Diane Monaco
Corresponding Secretary: Karen
Goldfarb
Treasurer: Pat Lupo

The Brothers of Sigma Beta Tau placed first In the thlrd ·annual Greek
Sing competition sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council
on Friday, March 13. Their selections were a medley from Guys and
Dollsand anorlglna lver slon of "Would You Like to Swingon a Star."
Pictures of other winners will be found on page

Class of 1966
President: John Gluck, Richard
Meimin
Vice-president: Bill Grier, Joe
Hasuly
Correspondirig Secretary: Karen
Bruder, Virginia Karmazyn,
Charles
Romano,
Kathleen
Sena

Recording
Secretary:
James
Basile, Ma'r ilyn Roth
Treasurer: George Lyons,Rosemary::Prestigiacomo,Joe Neubauer
Class of 1967
President: John Firman, Joseph
Ma ccia
Vic e -president: Richard Jameison, R a ymond, Torella, Timothy Taffe
Recording i;,ecreta r y : Rosemary
Reilly, J a ne Zaremba, Ruth
Gorman
Corres ponding' Se c retary : Winnie
Kuron, Diana Malka, Edythe
Sacha rov
Trea surer:
Maryann Caruso,
Marilyn Hamm
Class meetings are to be scheduled by the current clas s officers
to present the candida tes. The
week of April 6 has been set
aside as campaign week. During
this time, the petitions, statements, and qualifications of each
candidate will be posted in the
college center.

Joseph Grillo is a freshman
Social Science major. He ls a
member
of Student Council,
M.A.A., Circle K, and Carnival
Committee. In the election, he
ran against Fred Marks.
Caroi
Williams,
who ran
against Patricia Carney for the
position of secretary, ls a sophomore. She was treasurer of the
freshman class. a Leadership
Conference
participant, . and
chairman of the Student Dire cto r y
Committee. Her present activities include Student Council,
Alumni Executive Board representative, assistant secretary of
Student
Organization,
representative to the Carnival Committee, membership in Wapalanne, Guides, Newman Club, and
Rho Theta Tau Sorority.
Annette Bruno defeated Barbar Green for the office of assistant secretary. A freshman,
Miss Bruno ls a Student Council representative, member of
the Traditions and Procedures
Committee , Carnival Committee,
guides,
Wapalanne,
SCA TE,
WRA, ACE-SEA, and the John F.
Kennedy Memorial Scholarship
Fund.
Patricia McNamara is a freshman elementary major . She ran
against Constance Boyle for the
office of assistant treasurer. She
is a member of the So c ial Committee,
Carnival Committee,
Gu~des, SCATE, and the Young
Republicans.

NSC Students
Contribute To
()lympic Team
Students at 'Newark State are
. helplni to send a United States ·
Olympic Team to t he Summer ,
Olympics in Tokyo.
Responding to recent radio
pleas to the public for contributions, the Men ' s Athletic Association has raised $81.95 for the
Olympic Fund.
The money represents concession profits from three recent
events as well, as the "take"
from contribution cannisters at
one event. William Gargiles '66,
president of the Men's Athletic,
Association .

Carousel This Weekend
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Yea Rebirth

Studen~ to Aid South

Sp ring
Spring, the sweet Spring, is the year's pleasant
king;
Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a ring,
Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing,
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!
The palm and may make country houses gay,
Lambs frisk and play, the shepherds pipe all
day,
~nd we hear aye birds tune this merry lay,
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-wee, to-witta-woo!
The fields breathe sweet, the daisies kiss our feet,
Young lovers meet, old wives a-sunning sit,
In every street these tunes our ears do greet,
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo !
Spring! the sweet Spring!
by Thomas Nashe

More than a thousand students
from scores of colleges - Yale
and Swarthmore to Reed and the
University of Oregon - have decided to dedicate this coming
summer to service in the needy
South. Some will assist adult
Negroes in voter registration;
some by teaching in freedom
schools will help out high school
drop-outs imporve their skills
in _reading and arithmetic; some
will picket in street demonstrations for civil rights; others will
lead youth groups in singing,
dramatics, folk dancing, and
sports . The many jobs will be
under the direction, in Mississippi, of the Council of Federated Organizations, which includes CORE, NAACP, SNCC,
SCLC,
and · other interested
groups. Programs are also being
planned
in
South
Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana.
BeforP. entering the community

Honor Scholarships
Applications for the scholarships awarded at the Honors
Assembly in May are available
in the office of the Financial
Aid
Counselor,
Mrs. Clare
Davies, Room Tl00. In addition
to the applications made by students, the faculty members have
been requested to nominate students they feel to be qualified.
The scholarships to be awarded
are listed below. The deadline for
applying is April 1, 1964.
New
Jersey Bell Telephone
Scholarships. Two scholarships of $300 . 00 each are
-awarded on the basis of professional promise to members
of the sophomore or junior
classes.
B. Croce Educational Society
Scholarship in honor of V.
Libero Sibilia, Class of 1917.
This scholarship of $100.00
is awarded to a freshman,
sophomore or junior man who
has evidenced qualities of
leadership and has maintained
a satisfactory academic record.
Teresa F. Fitzpatrick Memorial
Scholarship. This scholarship
of $150.00 is awarded by the
Newark Branch oftheAssociation for Childhood Education
to a member of the junior class
who
has
evidenced
good
scholarship and unusual inter(Continued on Page 5)

where they are to live and work
during the SUI, mer, students will
be given an Orientation training
on the campus of Berea College
in Kentucky. Professors Robert
Allen and Goodwin Watson have
been helping the National Council
of Churches, Department of Race
Relations, plan these orientation
sessions.
Students who want to participate are carefully screened. They
must be able to pay their own
travel and modest living expenses. Experience like that of
the Newark Sta te College students who have been tutoring
under-achieving pupils in Elizabeth and Newark, will be regarded
as valuable preparation for such
summer service.
Any NSC students who are
interested in the program are
invited to talk with Professors
Allen or Watson.

A Young Gi~ls Fancy
(CPS)---A female student at
the University of Illinois was
placed on "informal conduct prooation' • last semester for kissing
in a parked car, the Daily Illini
learned recently.
The Illini has been carrying on

a campaign to get Illinois students with complaints against the
disciplinary procedures to file
signed complaints with the newspaper. This case brought the
total to 13.
Official Illinois regulations do
not mention "informal conduct
probation," and there is no University regulation against kissing
in a parked car.
The student filed a signed
statement with the paper last
Monday which said that police
required he to return to her
housing unit in a squad car after
they found her in the car with
her boyfriend.
The girl returned to her unit
just before the 1 a.m. closing
time, she said. "It was very
embarrassing to be escorted into
the lounge by uniformed policemen while everyone was standing
there. It made me feel cheap and
ashamed.''
The girl said she was only
kissing her boyfriend when the
police arrived. "I do not feel
there was anything unnatural
about this," she said.
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A Champion
For Freedom
In view of his triumph in New

INDEPENDENT

Deni View
Hughes on Income Tax
It seemed like more than
passive coincidence that this
writer would put down John F.
Kennedy's Pulitzer Prize winning
Profiles In Courage . . . a book
about that most admirable of
virtues - human courage, and
pick up the newspaper to read
of Governor Richard J. Hughes'
advocacy of a state income tax·
to meet New Jersey's undeniable
(except by the Republican President of the Senate, Charles W.
Sandman) needs.
With
eloquence
bred
of
sincerity,
Governor
Hughes
reached back into the crevices
of New Jersey's conscience and
told the legislators and the people
what their superego had been
whispering all along.

Fage 3

Review:

The Deputy: Good Until Curtain Rises
by Stuart Oderman
Rolf Hochhuth' s controversial
play, The Deputy has blazed its
way around the world and has
finally arrived at the Brooks
Atkinson theatre. Credit the German playwright with using the
theatre in a way in which it is
not often used; to get people
thinking. "The Deputy" does get.
one to think about history but how
about thinking about the play itself? Since Mr .Hochhuth has written a play, it is this column's
function to discuss the play alone.

Hampshire it.is only appropriate
that the ·GOP View briefly sketch
his life:
Born July 5, 1902 in Nahant
off the North Massachusetts
shore, Henry Cabot Lodge comes
from a family which}>roduced six
U .S.
Senators, a Secretary of
State, a Secretary of the Navy,
Governors
for both Massacl\.usetts and Connecticut, and
several members of the U.S.
House of Representatives.
A 1924 Harvard graduate, he
was a journalist for the Bostan
Transcript and the N. Y. Herald
Tribune.
He
covered
the
On March 12, 1964 - 1507
Republican conventions of 1924,
1928, and 1932. Later he covered
Pride resents the slow undoing college seniors in the United
the London Naval Conference
of our institutional strength and States and Canada learned of
(1930), interviewed Mussolini,
its breakdown into a shambles their appointments as Woodrow
Wilson Fellows for first year
travelled extensively throughout
of neglect, the turning of our
Eurasia, and perceived the burback upon the education of our graduate study next fall, Sir High
Taylor, president of the Woodrow
geoning expansion of Fascism.
youth,
the
betrayal of our
National
Fellowship
In 1932 he wrote The Cult of
economic destiny by the ignoring Wilson
Weakness warning America of of our highways, the acceptance Foundation, announced.
"The WoodrowWilsonNational
the danger of military weakness.
of less than the status of a firstFellowship Foundation, which is
In 1936 Mr. Lodge defeated
rate state and the steady stretchdedicated to developing •college
an incumbent candidate for the
ing of our local property taxU .s. Senate, becoming the only payers upon a rack of never teachers for tomorrow', is the
largest private source of support
Republican to take a seat from
riding costs."
a Democrat in that year. During
The imperative need for an for advanced studies in the liberal arts in North America," Sir
his first term he )played • roles
income tax to effectively relieve
in drafting and voting for ·such
New Jersey'! well-publicized (by Hugh said in making this announcement.
highly demanded social legislavirtue of the bond issue) defiAmong the 357 colleges and
tion as the Wagner Act and the
ciencies in the areas touched
universities in the United States
Wages and Hours Act. Among on by Governor Hughes is irand Canada ·which produced this
the first to point out the perils
refutable, again, Senator SandFellowship
winners,
of Fascism, Senator Lodge voted man notwithstanding. Being one year's
institutions claimed
for naval expansion in 1938, seof the two stat es not now having eighteen
lective service in 1940, and rea broad-based tax (i.e., neither Wilson Fellows for the first time.
Lloyd Feinstein, senior
peatedly demanded that the U.S.
a sales nor income tax) New Mr.
social studies major, won the
become militarily stronger.
Jersey, experiencing a populadistinction of making the honorLodge was the first U.S.
tion increase of over 100,000
Senator to resign his seat to in the last decade and industrial able mention list for the 196465 Woodrow Wilson National
go to war. He saw action in expansion, has had to rely on an
Fellowship Foundation competiNorth Africa,
Italy, France,
antiquated, regressive municipal
tion. He was one of five Newark
and Germany. He returned home property tax, which is now the
State College seniors nominated
with six battle stars, and dehighest in the nation, to meet corations from the U .S. and or try to - the needs passed by Dr. Hutchinson, local campus
representative, last fall. This is
France, including the Croix de
by that increase and expansion .
Guerre with palms, retiring from
As results, New Jersey now the third year that students have
the Reserves as a Major General.
ranks forty- second among the
competed, and the second in which
i Reelected to the Senate, he imstates in its support of public
a Newark State senior reached
mediately took a leading role in
schools and forty-third in aid the semi-finals. Lloyd plans to
major in economics :in his graddomestic and foreign affairs, beto higher education. New Jercoming a staunch supporter of the
sey' s irresponsib ility is further
uate work.
:.fnited
Nations.
Recognizing illustrated when the above figures
"A Woodrow Wilson Fellow is
Lodge's talents in foreign afare weighed against data which
granted full _tuition and fees for
fairs, President Truman
had shows that she ranks third in the first year at the graduate
school of his choice, as well as
him serve - while still a U.S.
median
income
($6,784) and
a
stipend
of
$1,800
and
Senator - as alternate delegate fourth in per capita income
dependency
allowances,'' Dr.
to the U.N. And it was with this
($2,608).
appointment that Lodge's highly
Additional evidence of New Hans Rosenhaupt, the foundaesteemed national reputation in Jersey's neglect ofherresponsition's national director, said.
••For the first time in the foundaForeign Affairs soared to inbilities can be provided by the
tion's history and as an experiternational proportions.
fact that in 1962 direct general
Even then Lodge's skill in expenditures of state and local ment, the same living stipends
debate make Vishinsky turn red governments for public institugo to unmarried Fellows and
" and back away." For instance, tions in New Jersey were $13.58
married Fellows without children. However, $1,000 is added
regarding Vishinsky's allegation per capita and $4 . 79 per $1000
about U.S. Army "terror" in of personal income compated to the stipend when there is one
Korea, Lodge retorted: "The U.S. with the United States averages
child, and $250 is added for
Army was good enough for you of $21.71 and $9.17 respectively.
each additional child.''
during 1942, 1943, 1944 and 1945.
The recent announcement by
Winners in the competition this
You couldn't get enough of it Rutgers, "the State University"
year were chosen from over
then. It's the same army now. that 4,000 qualified students will
11,000 college seniors, repreIt has not changed. You have,"
be denied a:dmissions because of
senting a total of 904 colleges
Back home Senator Lodge lack of facilities, coupled with
and universities in the United
played a major role in 'formulatthe
respective example that
States and Canada.
ing the Marshall Plan, He is Michigan State University will
Since 1957, Woodrow Wilson
credited with authoring the Plan's o_nly accept 50 New Jersey stuFellowships have been made pospreamble, an aim of which was dents next September as comsible through grants totalling $52
to encourage • 'economic unifica- .J pated to the 350 now enrolled
million from the Ford Foundation of Europe" - a foreshadow- there, throws more hard coals
tion.
ing of the European Common on the fires of reality.
The
Foundation
accorded
Market.
There is no denying the fact
Honorable Mention Awards to
Lodge's key role in "drafting" that New Jersey is capable of
1216 students in this year's
Eisenhower in 1952 is legendary. meeting the challenges of her
competition. "The financial reIn fact his time - consuming 300th year in terms of people
sources at our disposal are not
activities for Eisenhower re- (public institutional facilities),
unlimited,''
Dr.
Rosenhaupt
sulted in his reelection defeat to purpose (educll,tion) andprogress
pointed out, " and it is, thereJohn F. Kennedy.
(transportational facilities)", fore,
impossible
to
award
The U.N. Ambassador and a particularly when a rise of $20
Fellowships to all deserving
Cabinet
member during the billion in personal income is
candidates. In order that thos reEisenhower years, under Ken- forecast for 1964. What is needed
ceiving Honorable Mention comnedy Lodge served as Director is wise and valiant leadership
mendati()ns may be considered
General of the Atlantic Institute to equitably top this large source for alternate awards from universities and other sources, a
and later as Ambassador to Viet of badly needed revenue and a
Nam.
well informed citizenry, worklist of their names, fields of
Concerning Lodge's current ing through their legislators, to
study, and their undergraduate
position in Saigon, the late John support this leadership.
colleges has been sent - to the
F. Kennedy commented: "If he
Governor Hughes has courageueans of graduate schools in the
were as careful as some politi- ously supplied that leadership, ·united States and Canada.
cians are, of course, he would and it is now up to the respective
Among the Woodrow Wilson
not have wanted to go out there . citizens and their legislators to
Fellows elected this year are:
He maybe would have liked some realize their self-interest and to two sets of twins, the grandson
safe job, but he is energetic vigorously hand their support of Joyce Kilmer, severalmothers
and he has strong feelings about to a state income tax. Whether with three or more children,
the United States and, surprising they will or not is anyone's numerous multi-linguists, and
several published composers and
as it seems, he put this ahea-:i
(Continued on Page 4)
poets.
of his political career."

Mr. Hochhuth's play provides a

good state of anticipation ·until
the curtain rises.
In October 1963, a massive
volume, The Representative, arrived at my home from London.
It was a rather cumbersome affair to read and the only feature
of the work which I found impressive was its theme : the failure of the Pope to speak out
against the Nazi attrocities committed with unrelenting fury upon
the Jews~ Such an idea would

Berchites Press
Senior Mentioned
In Semi-Finals Warren Impeachment
George R. Blackman, a leading
figure of the John Birch Society
in New Jersey, spoke at a recent
meeting of the Republican Club.
Some of his remarks follow:
"On August 25, 1945, ten days
after V-J day while while in uniform, on a peaceful and official
mission for oilr government, John
Birch was murdered in cold
blood,
by our "allies" the
Chinese Communists, thus probably becoming the first American casualty in the Third World
War." Thus, indicated Blackman, died the man the Society
comemorates.
Blackman then read the following excerpt from the Saturday
Evening Post (January 22, 1955):
"Amazingly there were in Washington responsible officials who
were willing to suppress news
of the murder of an American
officer, apparently to prevent the
American people from rising in
their wrath and vetoing further
appeasement of Communism.''
''The reasons for the existence
of the society," he continued," ...
are: Russia, Estonia, Lativia, ·
Lithuania,
Albania, Hungary,
Yguoslavia,
Romania,
Bulgaria, . . . , Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen,
British Guiena, Panama, Bolivia,
Venezuela, Cuba, Dominican Republic. . ., etc., ad infinitum,
ad nauseum . . . .
"Now, as to the aims of the
Society. Our long range objective
has been summarized as less
government,
more responsibility, and a better world. We
are attempting to prevail upon
our fellow citizens to start pulling out of the deepening morass
of collectivism . . . .
On specific aims, he stated:
• 'One of our key , campaign is to
impeach Earl Warren. We feel
that he is one of the principal
offenders against a government
of law. . . .He has commited
high crimes, misdemeanors, and
other offenses which constitute
sufficient grounds for impeachment. In the school desegregation decision, he uses sociological,
not
legal
arguments.
And some of Warren's sociological sources had proven Communist backgrounds . . .. "
As for sources of Warren's
"misdemeanors," Blackman recommended the minortiy opinions
in recent Supreme Court decisions. A specific minority opinion
mentioned by Blackman was the
one concerning the -!BrQWIJ vs

have made a good essay. But
Hochhuth was too aware of wasting the theme on the intellectually interested few and has tried
to make use of the living theatre
to present this concept.
Now entitled "The Deputy".
the dramatized essay has been
a dapted by Jerome Rothenburg
to sta ndard Broadway time, thus
sharpening the Hochhuth thesis.
Utilizing the barest of stage sets,
Hochhuth has created Father
Fontana, the young priest (Jeremy Brett) who is appalled a t
the silence from the Vatican.
Throughout the talky first act,
the priest struts and frets his
hour and twenty minutes upon the
stage asking nearly every character to justify-- his actions and
ideas.
In Act two, he sees the Pope
(Emyln Williams) and in a very
stunning scene, is told that the
church
must
remain
the
mediation center between Mr.
Roosevelt and Mr. Hitler; the
church must remain a haven for
spiritual thought. It will remain
neutral. Fontana, disillusioned
and disenchanted, goes to Auzchwitz to die with the persecuted
Jews.
Mr. Hochhuth has been tackled
by a too difficult theme. Frankly,
I felt no sympathy for the stage
priest. If the real Fontana felt
compelled to ask everyone to
justify himself, should the stage
Fontana do this? Surely Mr .
Hochhuth realizes that the demands of the theatre are more
disciplined t han life. And if the
stage Fontana must complain,
have the good playwrights sense
to give him better lines.
Mr. Hochhuth's stage characterization of the Pope emerges
as a Saint Manque. He shows Pius
as
over-concerned with the
spending of church monies, bemoaning the fate of the monastery at San Lorenzo, and believing
Hitler to be a very effective
force against the Communists in
the East. The Pope for all his
spiritual serenity is truly withdrawn from Fontana's cr1s1s .
Fontana begs the Pope to cry
out against Hitler and the Pope
dictates a reply in epic language
that never fulfills Fontana's plea
for the agonized Jews. The ,Pope
uses the all-encompass.ing word
"unfortunates" tbinking this has'
force. Pius feels that as a soldier
of peace, he cannot speak out
Ex Cathedra.
Many pickets are outside the
theatre. It is good publicity for
any play to have pickets . It builds
up tension which any author
wants. The Deputy has the distinction of being a play that will
be discussed so long as it provokes a controversy. History in
this case, has made the play but
this play will not make history.
The fire of life slowly dims
and leaves only scattered ashes
of remembrance.

Independent

Board - of ·Education ..of •Topeka·
decision. The existence 6f a
minority opinion on this decision
was disputed by members of the
audience. In reply to inquiries
challenging the opinion's ex- ·
istence, Blackman responded: "I
stand on what I have said.''
Elaborating on his personal
feelings, Mr. Blackman indicated
that he was not being muzzled at
Plainfield. High school where
he teaches history. In response
to a question on muzzling he replied: "No, I would not tolerate
a Communist on campus. I believe our schools should teach
patriotism.''
The speaker was a guest ofthe
Republicans as a part of their
• 'Operation Maverick,'' a study
on controversial groups.
The
next meeting of the
Republican Club will be on Tuesday, April 14 in the East Room
at 4:30 P.M.

Elections
-Are
Coming Up

Interested?

Page 4

Ghanaian Speaker
Blasts U.S. Press
"The United States press discriminates
against
Ghana,''
stated K.A. Brobey, Information
Director of the Ghana Informational Services. Sponso red by
the College Center Board, Brobey spoke at the International
Seminar, February 26, in the
Sloan Lounge .
Brobey felt that the United
States does not understand the
problems of Ghana, especially the
neEtd for a one party system of
government. ''The one party
system is likely to be established
in all of Africa to further national development,'' he conjectured. Brobey contended that the
development of the one-party
system is analogous to the early
development of the United States
Republic in the 1 700' s.
"Ghana was the first African
state
to be - completely independent," stated Br obey. In
1952 Nkrumah was made Prime
Minister of Ghana and complete
independence was granted in
March, 1957. An all-African Conference was called in 1958, and
Ghana gave "knife and shadow
to the fight for freedom.''
"Since Ghana has attained her
independence, training programs
for doctors, nurses, teachers and
th : expansion of health facilities
has been stepped up,'' stated
Brobey. "There has been an
intensification of the agricultural
program and further development
of hydro-electric resources."
The major exports fromGhana
are cocoa, bauxite, gold, and
diamonds . Brobey stated that
Ghana is aware of her need
for foreign assistance, and the
concerted effort of two American
companies has increasedGhana's

New Travel Book
Published by NSA
The United States National Studel'lt Association has published a
student travel handbook, Work,
Study, Travel Abroad and has
made available an International
Student Identity Card which entitles the holder to price reductions.
Work, Study, Travel Abroad,
completely revised and expanded,
explores all new developments in
the field of student travel.
In the introductory article, Lucius D. Battle, after examining
growing trend of enrollment in
overseas institutions, finds the
student- "Citizen Diplomat" to be
a mo st important factor in today's
internationally conscious world.
The Civil Aeronautics Board,
surveying the "Campus Charter
Flight to Europe" industry, has
found that the reputation of the
airline and the reliability of the
organization running the Charter
are two factors often overlooked
by students anxious for a •'good
price.'' A detailed explanation of
what to do when in doubt' is the
main feature of their article.
In this edition, WSTA also explores
Scholarships, Fellowships, Seminars, and Study-Travel Programs, listing the advantages and disadvantages of each.
Independent student travel was
also made the subject of a special
chapter. Customs procedures,
clothing size charts, special student lodgings, restaurants and
other subjects were defined and
explained. Sources offurther information are cited along with
complete lists of each Government's National Tourist Office
and each National Union of Student's Travel Bureau.
Work, Study, Travel Abroad,
containing information on Europe, Asia, and North .America, is
available at the U.S. National Student Association, Dept. W-1, 265
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
at $1 a copy.
The International Student Identity Card entitles the holder to numerous price reductions on the
cost of student lodgings, restaurants, transportation facilities,
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output of Aluminum . Foreign
trade, railroad development and
shipping facilities have expanded.
"Ghana now has free compulsory education for the primary
school children and secondary
school training is available,''
stated Brobey. "In the three
major universities the emphasis
is on industrial and scientific
training for the national development of Ghana."
Brobey contended that the
major problems are low standards of living in remote villages
where men and women have no
anxiety about work. "With enthusiasm and hard work Ghana
will be the best place to live
in Africa,'' stated Brobey.
"Ghana's policies are criticized,'' stated Brobey, • 'because
she occupies a place of preeminance and advocates the cause
for
freedom.'' He fe lt that
Ghan's policies are justified because on the eve of independence
Nkrumah claimed that Ghana
would fight for the total liberation of Africa.
"There are a number of causes
for this pursuit, " stated Brobey.
"Ghana could have planned for
economic domestic development,
but this would have meant turning from the development of the
rest of Africa. ' '

Lomax a Many Faceted Performer

Those
students who spent
March 16 in the company of Alan
Lomax found him to be a multifaceted performer who opened
doorways into whole areas un-:
known to them.
At 1:30 P.M., Alan Lomax,
folk historian, appeared as the
third speaker in the 1963-64
M. Ernest Townsend Memorial
Lecture Series. His topic was
"The Saga of American Folk
Song.''
Lomax himself was introduced
to fol k music at the a g e of 1 7
when he went with his father on
a
"collecting
trip . "
Their
specific
intent was to tape
"plantation songs." In 1933,
there were few people interested
in folk music. Since that time,
however, the interest has grown;
a field which once interested few
is now a source of enthusiasm
for ~any.
People singing folk songs today

Faculty News
DR. WILLIAM P. ANGERS was a key figure at the all-day meeting of the New Jersey Association For Mental Health on February 29.
He gave a talk entitled• 'Wake the Town and Tell the People,'' moderated a panel of experts representing the communications media, weekly and daily newspapers, radio, house organs, and the labor press, and
then chaired a works hop on public relations and publicity.
MISS NE TTIE SMITH receive d her E d . D. from New York Univers ity on F ebrua r y 24. Her dis s ertation," A Study of First Yea r Class room Teachers ' Competence Teachi ng Elementary Physical Education," was a follow-up study of Newark State's 1962 graduating cl ass .
DR, HOWARD F, DIDSBURY JR, has been invited to present a paper at the International Conference of Asian History at the University
of Hong Kong, August-September 1964. The paper is entitled "Beyond
Ideology Toward a Higher Cultural Synthesis."
MISS CATHERINE ~TULB is onasix-weeksickleave. Miss Lou
Fonkin, on leave from Paterson State College, is taking her classes.
MR. JOHN H. FROUDE is anew addition to the college community. He will work in allphasesof registration, academic recordkeeping, evaluation and scheduling. Mr. Froude, a resident of South River,
has had nine years teaching experience, three of which have been
served as a department head in Social Studies.
THE ANNUAL MEETING of delegates and members of the New
Jersey Conference of the AmericanAssociationofUniversityProfessors Chapters will be conducted Saturday, March 14, 9:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m. at Princeton University.
DR. JOHN O'MEARA described the strengths and weaknesses of
various audio-visual instruction methods for Passaic teachers at Pulaski School on March 2.

Dems View

consider them "areas of expression, or a way of saying that
which they were not allowed to
say before . " According to Mr .
Lomax, nothing could be further
from the truth. In many ways,
the folk song is the most trad.ition-bound of musical forms. The
folk song tells "who and where
we are. If you deviate from the
conventions,'' he continued, ••the
real folk singer isn't interested.
There is a definite way of expressing everything.''
Mr. Lomax went on to explain
the reasons for folk songs. They
were a source of security to the
settlers of the new world: something familiar in an unfamiliar
environment. They were a source
of entertainment in a time when
diversions were not often available. They were an expression
of the loneliness and frustration
felt by the Negro slave, and they
gave him a ch,,_nce to laugh (surreptitiously) :- t his white master.
All these points were illustrated
with appropriate pieces of music.
Following the lecture, there
was a smaller session conducted
by Alan Lomax, musicologist.
He is currently engaged in a
research project which is attempting
to
catalogue
the
characteristics of the world's
music and the relation of these
characteristics to the political
and social structure of the
individual coun-:ries. All the
material presen1ed was new, unpublished, and ;herefore more
exciting. Althc 6 h he declines the
appellation • ,cholar," it was

Carousel
Rodgers
and Hamerstein's
musical
Carousel
will
be
presented by the Newa rk State
College Opera Guild on Thursday
and Saturday evening at 8: 15
a nd on Sunday afternoon at 3.: 30.
The production, directed by Laurence Davidson, will be presented
in the Little Theatre. The cast
includes:
Carrie Pipperidge,
Marcia Peterson and Maryann
Budd; Julie Jordan, Alexandra
Waskiw; Mrs. Mullin, Cecelia
Artym and Ellen Asselmeyer;
Billy Bigelow, Rob ert Weber;
David Bascomb e, Eugene Marteen; Nettie Fowler, Ellen Asselmeyer and Cecelia Artym;
Enoch Snow, Charles Ashback and
Walter Boright; Jigger Craigin,
Kenneth Seeley; H~avenly Friend;
Alfred Amodio; Starkeeper, Samuel Hazell; Louise, Susan Lowe;
Enoch Snow Jr., Eric Kreuger;
Carnival Boy, Thomas Coyle.
Pianists are Bertha Melnick and
Jamesetta Holliman.

(Continued from Page 3)
guess but it fa the sincere hope want to accept overcrowded and
of this column that maybe', as sub-standard classrooms inadeGovernor Hughes declared, the quate mental and penal institu"public may be tired of the tions, and insurance mountable
usual bromide of 'no new taxes' traffic snarls as · a way of life,
while at the same time tasting then th,ey must be "there" too.
the bitter medicine of higher Reality demands no less.
local taxation and even more inadequate state facilities ... Maybe the people of New Jersey
recognize the facts of life. Maye they will command rather than
punish the men who tell the
truth about time."
It is abundantly clear that the
present revenue structure in New
Jersey will not and cannot meet
its most obvious needs, even
with the glaring deficiencies in
the areas cited above, the 1964
budget had to hold the line on
all state services for another
year because of lack of revenue.
It is also abundantly clear that
a grapual income tax is the
most economically sound and
The Newark State Young Democrats would like to hereby
politically equitable system of
inform the Newark State Young Republicans that they wish to
taxation. A sales tax, by its very
challenge them to a debate on the current outstanding issue of
nature,
as Governor Hughes
''Poverty in America and the Means to Eliminate It'' .
stated, ''has the greatest impact
In view of the fact that the Republican Party has recently
on those least able to pay'' .
come
up with a proposal of their own for eradicating poyerty
After all, how many tubes of·
in America, the Young Democrats feel that a public debate on
toothpaste does a family need,
this issue will be of great benefit to the student body as well as
regardless of whether their into the parti~s directly involved.
come is $5000 a year or $50,000?
So then, the need is there, the
resources to meet that need is
there, and the leadership is there:
if New Jersey's people do not

Prepare for the May
Wine Festival

Young Democrats
Challenge

Young Republicans

obvious t!:at Mr. Lomax deserves
the title.
Finally, in the evening, we were
introduced to Alan Lomax, folk
singer. Many people were disappointed in this facet of the
Lomax personality, but those
people who are prone to Woody
Guthrie, Cisco Houston, and
others like them, will agree that
Lomax's performance was excellent. With a variety of songs
and anecdotes, he managed to
fill two solid hours with entertainment.
In this world of ••specialists,''
noted for their narrowness of
interest, Alan Lomax was a welcome and refreshing change.

Mitchell-Ruff Trio
The odds against which the
Mitchell-Ruff Trio had to contend were formidable. They had
an audience which was outstanding for its rudeness, a gym that
echoed, and a piano that rolled.
Despite all of this, however, the
Trio proved themselves professionals in every sense of that
word.
The scene with the piano occurred during a medley of numbers from Gershwin's Porgy and
Bess. The Trio was using the
baby
grand from the Sloan
Lounge. Twice, it began to roll
and was gently nudged back into
place by Ruff or Mitchell. Finally,
however, it got so bad that
Mitchell calmly picked up the
bench and went after it. The audience applauded as Ruff said
something about ''this Charlie
Chaplin piano. " After movingthe
piano back to the wall, and pushing Harris' drums back, they went
on from where they had left off.
Ruff informed the audience that,
of course, ''Gershwin wrote a ll
of t his in it ."
T he Mit chell-Ruff Trio fe_atures Dwight Mitchell on piano,
Willie Ruff on French horn and
bass, and John Harris on drums.
They are all good musicians
who can stand on their own merits
as soloists, but they are also
ab le to blend their talents.
It is difficult to choose the
best pieces from the concert,
for all of them were well done.
Deserving of special mention,
however, are four: ''On Green
Dolphin Stree~,'' Mighty Lak a
Rose,'' Lazy Afternoon,'' and
an original piece entitled "Chou
Chou.''
John Harris, called by Ruff
"our star percussionist," was
featured in the "Green Dolphin
Street" number, and he did indeed shine. The variety of sounds
he managed to coax out of his
cymbals was amazing. "Mighty
Lak a Rose" was done with such
simple beauty that even this audience was quieted. There is something particularly moving about
a French horn to begin with,
and in the hands of a professional, its mood-creatingpowers
are almost unlimited.
"Lazy Afternoon" again featured Ruff on French horn. It is
difficult to explain the integration of sounds that occurred here,
except, perhaps, by drawing an
analogy: if this were a painting,
Mitchell's piano would be the
background of canvas, Ruff's
·French horn the major splashes
of bright color, and Harris'
drums the darker accenting tones
pointing up the other elements of
the work.
"Chou Chou," in which Ruff
played bass, was a piece written
in honor of a six year old girl.
It was a delightful thing which
had the unbridled enthusiasm of a
young child.
The Mitchell-Ruff Trio plays
without a program, evidencing
their total commitment to the
improvisational aspect of jazz.
Theirs is not the atonal, meaningless improvisation so often
found among jazz men trying to
be "clever," This was good
music all the way through, which
still managed to retain the
spontaneity and joy of jazz.
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Miss Hudson County Union Jaycees Start 1964
The
second annual "Miss
Hudsop. County Pageant, " official preliminary to the Mii,s
America Pageant, will be held
in two months and no Newark
State students have entered!
The Jersey City Junior Chamber of Commerce which will stage
the Pageant May 9 at JerseyCity
State College, has issued a
spe cia l call to girls attending
Newark State who are residents
of Hudson C ounty.
Winner of the Hudson County
crown will go onto the Miss New
Jersey finals at Wildwood.
Thousands of dollars in scholarships and personal appearances await the unknown Hudson
County b eauty as a part of the
Pepsi-C ola Scholarship Fund.
Girls interested should send a
post ca rd to the Jersey City
Junior C hamb er of C ommerce,
Post Office Box 68 48, Jersey
City 6, New Jersey. Girls are
requested to give their name,
home a d dress and p hone number .
To b e eligible , girls must b e
between the ages of 18 and 28
by Saturday, May 9; must l>e residents of Hudson County for at
least one year; and must be high
school graduates by June of this
year.

Scholarships
(C o ntinued from Page 2)
est in service to others. The
recipient must be a member
of the Association for Childhood Education and, if possible,
a graduate of a Newark elementary, junior or senior high
school, or a Newark resident.
Isadore and Frieda Holtz Foundation Scholarship. This scholarship of $300 .00 is awarded to
a sophomore or junior on the
basis of professional promise.
Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council Scholarship. This scholarship of $150.00 is awarded to
a member of the sophomore or
junior class who has exhibited
evidence of professional promise, shown leadership ability,
made worthwhile contributions
to the college, and displayed
evidence of academic proficiency. The recipient must be
a member of a recognized
sorority or fraternity and not
have received a previous honor
or state scholarship .
John F. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship. This scholarship of
$150.00 is awarded to a student
who shows pro fessional promi se, ha s displayed academic
proficiency, and has shown
l eadership ability through participation in c ollege activities .
Martha Mangold Memorial Scho larship . This s cholarship of
$150 .00 is awardedonthebasis
of professional pro mise to a
student in the Curri c ulum fo r
Te a chers
of
Ha ndi capped
Children. This i s a warded t o a
junior .
Nathan T. Schreiber Scholarship.
This scholarship of $100 . 00 is
awarded on the basis of professional promise to a member of the sophomo re or junior
classes .
Lloyd N. Yep son Memo rial Scho larships . Two s cho l a rships of
$150 .00 each are awarded by
the New Jersey A sso ciation for
Retarded Children to juniors
in the Curriculum for Teac hers
of Handicapped Children, preparing to teach the mentally
retarded. They are granted on
the basis of professional promise.
Reading
Scholarships .
Two
scholarships of $150.00 each
are awarded by the Triluminar
Link No. 12 of the Order of
the Golden Chain to members
of the junior class who have
been in the top third of their
class in the freshman and
sophomore years and who have
maintained similar grades in
the fall semester of the junior
year. The students must be
interested in specialized techniques in developmental and
remedial r eading, and must be
residents of Union or Essex
County.

Typewriters To Be
Removed From library
Critical shortage of typewriters in departmental and administrative offices of the college
has led to the decision to terminate student access to three
state-owned
typewriters that
have been located in the college
library. These will be relocated
in offices that are in desperate
need of these machines . However,
a coin- operated typewriter will
be installed in the library typing
room and will be available to
student typists for a fee. It should
be noted here that this kind of
service has been widely adopted
in
college
and
university
libraries throughout the country
and the charge of 10~ per 20
minutes of typing to maintain this
service is the standard rate found
at other institutions. Additional
coin-operated typewriters will be
installed when utilization of this
first machine warrants it.

Carousel
Thursday, April 9
Saturday, April 11
Sunday, April 12

Support the
Newark State Carnival

Serendipity Singers

Young Dems
Attend
Conference

Miss Union Pageant

The Union Jaycees have , announced that the Miss Union
Page.ant will be held on Saturday
May 23, 1964. Miss Union will
represent Union at the Miss New
Jersey Pageant at Wildwood, it
was announced by Burt Krantz
Executive Producer and Director
of this year's Pageant .
The winner of the Miss New
Jersey Pageant, in addition to a
$1,000 scholarship, will win the
right to represent the Garden
State in the Miss
America
Pagea nt at Atlant ic City in
Septemb er. Miss America will
receive a $10, 000 scholarship
and an estimated $78,000 in
modeling
and
personal appearance contracts.
Single girls b etween the ages
of 18 and 28 are eligib le to
participate. E ntrants m ust be
high school graduates as of this
September. The contest is open
to -girls who have lived in Union
for at least six months or to
out of town s t udents at Newark
State College.
Students who are interested
in the Pageant may contact the
College Representatives of the
Union Jaycees our own Pat Sanservino either in person or Box
205. Pat can answer all questions
and sign you up .
The Union Jaycees are giving
Miss Union a $50 Savings Bond
plus an array of gifts.
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Five memb ers of the Newark
State Young Democratic Club attended a n I s sues Confe rence
sponsored by the Young Democratic Club of New Jersey held
on April 4 in the Roger Smith
Hotel in New Brunswick, as part
of the Union County delegation .
The Hon. J. Edward Crabiel CDMiddlesex), Minority Leader of
the New Jersey General Assem bly, was guest speaker.
The five delegates - Helen O'
Donnell, Helen Sniezek, Martin
P earson, R ichard Bantsch, and
Don Kulic h - heard assemblyman
Crabiel speaks on Governo r
Hug hes ' state income tax proposal which was introduced into
the General
Assembly b y the
Middl esex
County deleg ation.
Among the more important points
raised b y Mr. C rab iel were what
he called the twin facts of rising
state needs and the inab ility of
property taxes, which were, he
asserted, squeezed to the limit,
to adequately provide for them.
He denounced the sales tax
method of financing state needs,
which, he submitted, "would be
regressive and fare mainly on
those least able to pay." As
evidence, he cited the fact that
under a graduated, progressive
income tax a family of four would
pay $22 in taxes while under a
sales tax. The same family would
pay over $100 .
After discussion, a resolution
was passed by the conference,
with strong Bergen and Union
County
support,
commending
Gov Hughes for his courage in
submitting the income tax proposal to the legislature and
strongly urging the adaption of
such a plan "to place New Jersey
on a sound financial footing to
meet its outstanding needs."
Other resolutions passed by
the conference were concerned,
among other things, with an approval of the achievements of the
Kennedy
Administration good
support of the Civil Rights Bill
ran before the U.S. Senate, medi cal care for the aged financed
through social security, and the
Economic Opportunity Act ("War
on Poverty"). A cabinet level
department dealing with urbon
problems was endowed on both
the national and state levels increased state workmen's compensation and the continuation of
milk dating were also passed.
The Union County delegation
voted in the affirmative for all
these measures .
On Sunda y, April 12, the members of the Newark State Young
Democratic Club will attend the
New Jersey Student Federation
of Young Democratic Club's State
Convention to be held in Hackensack, N.J. Joe Diegnan and Don
Kublick are members of the Platform
Committee
for
the
Convention.

LET'S TALK ABOUT

Spring Weekend, which boasted
of a short l ived but fu rious snow
storm, was climaxed and well
highlighted Sunday night by the
appearance of the Serendipity
Singers. The group is billed as
a well blended unit that emphasizes the individual talents of
its members. They lived up to
the latter a pproach rather well,
as they presented a pleasing blend
of
vocal
enthusiasm,
and
technical skill on numerous instruments.
The group, consisting of Byron
Sennett, H. Brooks Hatch, John
Madden, Jon Arbenz, Bob Young,
Mike Browsky, Lynne Weintraub,
Tommy
Tilman,
and Diane
Decker, presented a veritable
nine ring circus, as they moved
about their relatively small stage
area in kaliedescopic fashion,
often changing positions several
times during a single song for
solo and group bits (Grouping
of the singers often depended
upon which of the three microphones happened to be working
at the time).
The Serendipity Singers were
preceded by the appearance of
''Folk Comedian" Fred Snoot.
Snoot's
technique,
stylewise,
seemed to consist of Jonathan
Winters, with a little touch of
Shelly Berman thrown in for
good measure. Mr. Snoot, however, when asked what inspired
his style emphasized that he was
mainly influenced by the "old
greats;" Laurel & Hardy, W.C.
Fields, etc. He elaborated that
he collected his ideas through
observing people. Most of his
materi a l came through quite well.
Snoot wa s definitely a n asset to
the pro gram.
The tr oup ha s been touring
the co untry , having a ppeared at
the Ritter E nd, Mister Kelley's
in Chicago , a nd severa l appearances on A .B.C.'s Hootenanny.

HAMBURGERS Ii

HAMBURGERS ARE NOT All ALIKE ... DUTCH HUT HAMBURGERS ARE MAN
SIZE - NOT JUST SAMPLES - A MEAL IW. <;$.U[ .e:,JR£ em PATTIES ARE
MADE IN SPIC AND SPAN KITCHENS WHERE GOvlRNMENT INSPECTORS
PERSONALLY SUPERVISE . - - - - -.. KETCHUP AND PICKLE ON A
QUALITY AND FAT CONTROL
TASTY-TOASTED BUN ••• AT
TO INSURE FINEST AND
19c DUTCH HUT HAMBURGFRESHEST BURGERS. DUTCH
ERS ARE THE BEST BUY IN
H U T HAMBURGERS A R E
TOWN • • • STOP IN SOON
TASTY-FLAVOR GRILLED WITH - - - - AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
FRIED ONIONS TOPPED WITH

Three coeds working in Europe

EUROPEAN
JOBS

1

1

DUTc"

.f-1 C,{J:

--·· · .

~YSTEM

/nNewJersey:

Mor ris Ave.
EI izabeth
1 Mil e West
of Coll ege on
~orris ~ ve .

YOU NEED A
NEW
SWEAT SHIRT!

~
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The Hootenanny Program has
apparently sparked their rise to
success in the folk world more
than anything else. Although
Hootenanny will not return to the
air
next
fall,
this
group
undoubtedly has a bright future.
Needless to say, the Serendipifies
enjoy traveling immensely. None
of them is married, and they gave
the impression that they are
having the time of their lives.
As those in the audience might
have noticed, the Serendipities
include two attractive female
members. This reporter was
curious about the reactio n of
Misses Lynn White· ·a nd Dia ne
Decker to working with seve n
males, especially since the situa tion at Newark State is a reversal of their plight . Both of them
are
well
pleased with the
arrangement, which, o ne might
suppose is also the attitude of
the male minority in these hallowed halls. Specifically, the
group asserts that they get along
quite well together, and that they
don't expect any of the serious
friction which many smaller
prominent groups have experienced.
As in the case of just about
every other folk group around
today, the Serendipity Singers
have been greatly influenced, and
owe much of their style to . the
tradition which has been laid down
by the Kingston Trio. They have,
nevertheless, retained a freshness and originality to their act,
which makes them worthwhile
performers in their own right .
In listening to the Serendipities
and their contemporaries, one
need not think of "ethnic" o r
• 'pure" folk music versus the
''commercialized'' format, but
rather simply in terms o f s o und.
In tha t context the group spea ks
(or should we say sings ) we ll
for itself, and this is wher e it
really counts to the bulk o f the
folk-oriented a udience in the c ollege circuit.
The Serendipity Singers wi ll
be appearing at the Bitter End
starting Wednesday, March 25,
for five days .

The trend among students
is to work in Europe during
the summer. Thousands of
jobs (e.g. resort, lifeguarding and office work) and
travel grants are available
to every registered student.
Some wages are as high as
$400 a month. For a complete prospectus, job and
travel grant applications, a
$1 ASIS book coupon and
handling and airmail
charges send $1 to Dept. M,
American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxem- ,
bourg.

All
P opular
Colours
Only $2.15
NO EXCHANGE
~

-NO REFUNDS
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W res tiers Scrim mage
Against Monmouth, N. Rut

Men
Tennis Team
Needs You!
Freshmen
Where
Are You?

The coming of spring means the end of the basketball season.
But this year spring also means the end of the wrestling season. This
was the first year that Newark State could boast of having anything
t hat resembled a wrestling team.
Under the direction of Mr. Theodore Faraklas, the squad of
approximate'ly 12 men, has been practicing diligently all winter.
Their season consisted of two scrimmage matches; one against
Monmouth at the Squire gym, and the other against Newark Rutgers
at the Rutgers gym. These were, oniy" exhibition or practice matches
at which no score was kept. The matches were scheduled primarily
to give the team a taste of college wreiotling. According to coach
Faraklas, · "the team did as well as expected and in some cases
better.''
Mr. Faraklas also stated that although the team was relatively
inexperienced they did show desire, enough so to warrant a varsity
schedule next year. The schedule next year will be centered around
local colleges.
The players this year will be the nucleus around which a solid
team will be built for next year.

Baseball:
Jersey City
April 8

A Complete
Tennis Schedule
Will Appear
SOON

V iewpo i n t O n Spo rts
by Arnold Silverman
The recent spectacle staged between the clowns of the Harlem
Diplomats and the all stars of Sigma Theta Chi, proved to be an overwhelming success. The purpose of this attraction was to raise money
for the JFK Memorial Scholarship Fund. It not only did this but was
entertaining as well. For this we commend the brothers of Sigma
Theta Chi.
The game was entertaining but that's a ll it w a s meant to be. It
seemed that Fred Ball was the only Chi player who had a smile on his
face through the entire game. The other Chi men were extremely
serious and undoubtedly wanted to win in the worst way. Apparently,
though, their determination was not quite up to par and the Diplomats,
with their superior height and perhaps also with superior luck, came
away with the victory.
Viewfhg the game from the stands, one might just wonder if the
Diplomats really knew how to play basketball. Throughout their entire
a ct, not one ounce of polish or professionalism could be discerned.
They were extremely sloppy, had very poor timing, and missed all but
the inside shots. The only players of any competance were "Hooks"
Harvey, who was indeed very funny, and the tall player with the
glasses whose favorite and perhaps only shot was the dunk . Aside from
these two there was no one else on the team. Go ose Tatum was a s
talented as yesterday's mashed potatoes and equally a s funny .
The logical retort for this might be that the game was staged a s a
comedy routine. But then someone might come along and say, what
about the Harlem Globetrotters. They have a great comedy routine,
are polished, are not sloppy, and give the fans there money's worth
as well. There is a rumor that the Diplomats might return next year
to grace us with their presence. If so a letter should be written to
them with only one word on it, Practice .
Congratulations to Fred Ball who once again has earned himself
a great honor. Fred, plus four repe aters from last year's team, were
named to the 1964 New Jersey State College Conference all-star
basketball team picked by the coaches . Holdovers named for a second
year were Szem of Montclair State, Lou Polisano and Jack Collins
of Glassboro State, and Charlie Brown of Jersey City State.
Fred, who was a second team selection last year, was the conference ' s top scorer this season with 224 points for an average of 22.4
points per game. Congratulations are also in order for Darryl Diggs
who made honorable mention.
While congratulations are being extolled we must also congraulate
Bill Grier. Bill was named to the New Jersey State College Conference
Soccer team.

Bowling News

Weekly Schedule

Diplomats Defeat Chi;
Ball Leads Scorers

Wednesday, March 25
Soph. At Stokes
9:30-4:30 Red Cross Blood Drive
9:30
Health Education 1012 . 03
11:30
Early Curriculum Comm. Meetg.
3: 30
French Club
3: 30
Swimming
3: 30
Shakespearean Rehearsal
4 : 30
Syncronized Swimming
4:30
Opera Workshop Rehearsal
4:30
Foreign Student Committee
4: 30
Carnival Ad Book Committee
6 : 00
Nu Sigma Phi Basketball Game
6: 00
Student Humanist Assoc.
7:30
History Club Seminar

On Saturday evening, March 7th, an overflow crowd of basketball
enthusiasts witnessed the contest between the Sigma Theta Chi all
stars and the Harlem Diplomats . The Diplomats, who make their home
in Canada, play along the same lines as the famed Harlem Globetrotters.
The basketball show was opened with a tricky ball handling
number staged in the middle of the court. The gym lights were then
turned off and flourescent lights turned on. The Diplomats continued
their ballhandling magic in a glowing circle. The game itself was
highlighted by comic play and the antics of "Hooks" Harvey. His
clowning kept the fans roaring and made the game into a highly entertaining affair.
Fred Ball, the former NSC varsity cage star, led all Chi scorers
with 18 points. Tom Kuc had 8 points and Jim Baldwin 4 points for
the men of Chi. The Diplomats did have the height, though, and won the
game 45-42. At halftime intermission Fred Ball received a plaque
from his Chi brothers.

Sports Schedule
March 16, 1964 through May 8, 1964
Weekly Schedule of Activities
Monday:
Swimming--Beginners (instruction and American Red
Cross Tests) and Free Swim; 3: 30 to 5: 30
Tuesday:
Tennis I --Beginners; 3:30 to 5:30; Gym B and C
Modern Dance; 3:30 to 5:30; Gym A
Golf; 3:30 to 5:30; Gym D
Wednesday:
Syncronized Swimming; 4:30 to 5:30
Special Instruction in Swimming; 3:30 to 4:30
Thursday:
Tennis II -- Intez:.: r;nediate and advanced; 3-30 to 5: 30;
Courts
Archery; 3: 30 to 5:30; Gym Band C
. Friday:
Swimming--Faculty and Non-swimm-ers (girls); 3: 30
to 5: 30
Bowling: All day; Sunset Lanes
Fencing: 11:30 to 12:30; Gym A
Special Dates
March
19: Ratings Playday; 7 pm; Gym Band C
24: Executive Board Meeting; 6 pm; Gym A
April
April
1-4: ARFCW Conference at Delaware
7: Executive Board Meeting; 6 pm; Gym A
14: General Meeting; 4:30; Gym B
18: Dance Symposium; 10 am; Gym Band C
21: Executive Board Meeting; 6 pm; Gym A
24-26:Stokes Weekend
30:Tennis at FDU Teaneck; 4 pm
May
Executive Board Meeting; 6 pm; Gym A
5:
Modern Dance Recital
8:
WRA Elections; all day; College Center
11:
12:
Tennis at TSC; 3 pm
Annual Banquet; 6: 30 pm; Main Dining Room
13:
June
9-10: Evaluation Conference

April 9, 1964

,

Dance Studio
Fae. Din . Room
East Room
Kl0l
Pool
East Room
Pool
Little Theater
Faculty Din. Room
Hex Room
D' Angola Gym
Faculty Din. Room
East Room

Bowling attendance has been on
the rise these past few weeks. Because of this extreme interest
bowling has been extended for
another six weeks. As a reminder
for
the
uninformed bowling
is done at Sunset Lanes, Hillside;
three games for fifty cents. Following are some of the bowlers
and high games for March 13:
Mike Porcello, 225, E. Bonavitacola, 209, Joe Maccia, 204, Dave
O'Reilly,
176,
Rich Jameison, 157, Ellen Kayle, 165, Linda
Redmer, 161, and Terry Urban,
212.

Parking Results
(Continued from Page 1)

Dean; and on 1 campus there
would be no penalty -or punishThursday, March 26
ment. At one college, second and
Soph. at Stokes
subsquent penalties are dealt with
8:00
Dept. Meetings As Scheduled
by doubling the fine until the stu8: 30
Com. on Instruction Meeting
dent has reached the sixth violaAlumni Lounge
9:30
Guides Club meeting
tion,_ when he is fined $65 and
East Room
12:30
New Counselors Meeting
suspended from the college .
Dr. Angers Office
3: 30
Shakespearean Rehearsal
Parking regulations are enEast Room
3:30
WRA Archery
forced by campus police at 16
D' Angola Gym B&C
4:30
Opera Workshop Rehearsal
of
the
colleges
sue yed.
Little Theater
3:30
WRA Intermediate and adOne
campus
uses
'student
Outside Courts
vance tennis
assistants; one uses security of11:30
Faculty Buffet
ficers who are not uniformed but
East Room
Spring Recess begins end of day
do have badges; another uses
"full time adult proctors. "
Monday, April 6
If the student wishes to plead
CLASS RESUME
· "not guilty" of a parking violaStudent Org. Campaign Begins
tion, on 7 campuses he goes to
3:30
Swimming
Pool
the Dean of Students or an
4 : 30
Opera Workshop Rehearsal
Little Theat er
equivalent
administrative of7:30
"Spiritual Factors In Marriage- Mr. Tubbs,
ficer; on 4 campuses he goes to
Rabbi Schnitzer, and Rev . Collis Main Dining Room the Business Manager or an equivalent officer; on 3, he goes to
Tuesday, April 7
the Director of Safety; on 4
3:30
Modern Dance
campuses, the student goes to a
D' Angola Gym A
3: 30
Tennis Beginners
student Judicial group. One camD' Angola Gym B&C
3: 30
WRA Golf
pus replied that they • 'never had
D' Angola Gym D
4:30
Opera Workshop Rehearsal
this problem. •'
Little Theater
6:00
WRA Executive Board Meeting
The colleges participating in
D' Angola Gym A
7: 00
Lambda Chi · Rho Meeting
this survey were : Drew Univer1 section-Main Din.
7: 00
Rho Theta Tau Meeting
sity; Fairleigh Dickinson, Madi1 section-Main Din.
7:00
Alpha Theta Pi Alumni Party
son; Georgian Court; Glassboro
Hex Room
7: 00
Sigma Beta Tau Meeting
State; Hofstra University, HempFae. Din. Room
7: 00
Beta Delta Tau Meeting
stead, • Long Island; Hunter Col1 rm. Kean Buildg.
7:00
Nu Sigma Tau Meeting
lege, Bronx campus, Bronx, New
1 rm. Kean Buildg.
7: 15
Nu Theta Chi Meeting
York; Jersey City State; Newark
East Room
7:30
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
Bruce 104
College of Engineering; Newark
· 7: 30
Sigma Theta Chi Meeting
State; Paterson State; Princeton
Sloan Lounge
University; Rider College; RutWednesday, April 8
gers University, Camden cam3:00
Baseball-Jersey City
Away
pus; Rutgers University; New
3:30
Special Instructions in SwimBrunswick Campus; Souther Con~ing
necticut State, New Haven, ConPool
4:30
Syncronized swimming
necticut;
Springfield College,
Pool
4:30
Opera Workshop Rehearsal
Springfield, Massachusetts; SteLittle Theater
5:30
Exec. Council of Alumni Assoc. Alumni Lounge
vens
Institute; Trenton State;
Meeting
Upsala College; Wagner College,
7:30
History Seminar
East Room
Staten Island, New York.

